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ABSTRACT
Machine learning-based predictive systems are increasingly used
to assist online groups and communities in various content moderation tasks. However, there are limited quantitative understandings
of whether and how different groups and communities use such
predictive systems differently according to their community characteristics. In this research, we conducted a field evaluation of how
content moderation systems are used in 17 Wikipedia language
communities. We found that 1) larger communities tend to use predictive systems to identify the most damaging edits, while smaller
communities tend to use them to identify any edit that could be
damaging; 2) predictive systems are used less in content areas where
there are more local editing activities; 3) predictive systems have
mixed effects on reducing disparate treatment between anonymous
and registered editors across communities of different characteristics. Finally, we discuss the theoretical and practical implications
for future human-centered moderation algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

Content moderation is a common issue in almost every online
space that allows users to generate content. A 2017 Pew survey
found that four in ten Americans had personally experienced online
harassment [51]. Machine learning based predictive systems are

widely used to moderate undesirable content in online communities
[10, 23, 56, 57]. For example, Twitter has adopted anti-harassment
algorithms to identify block-worthy accounts [39]. YouTube and
Facebook have deployed AI-based algorithms to quickly identify
posts that violate community norms for manual review [4, 27].
While algorithms have the potential to make moderation work
more reliable and efficient [14], a considerable body of work has
pointed out that moderation algorithms are sometimes in conflict
with important values of people and communities who use them. For
example, moderators believe in the importance of retaining themselves as the final judgement and therefore resist fully-automated
moderation systems [61]. Researchers have also criticized that the
moderation algorithms tend to prioritize the moderation efficiency
but neglect other important moderation goals, including fair treatment towards anonymous editors and newcomers [32, 35].
However, previous research often relied on qualitative methods
to investigate the conflict between moderation algorithms and human values, but relatively little work has quantitatively analyzed
this conflict at scale. The most relevant work is Teblunthuis et al’s,
which measured the influence of moderation algorithms on human
moderators at scale [62]. However, they did not investigate how the
influence of algorithms might vary across different kinds of communities or show the interaction between community characteristics
and moderation algorithms.
In this research, we study how the ORES-powered RCFilters
(Recent Change Filters), a machine-assisted content moderation
system, was used in 17 Wikipedia language communities. To address
the increasing challenge of vandalism, Wikipedia has deployed the
RCFilters to flag potentially damaging edits for manual review.
The RCFilters is supported by ORES, an ML-based algorithmic
scoring service that predicts the likelihood an edit is damaging [30].
The RCFilters then compares the prediction with a pre-selected
threshold to determine whether that edit should be flagged or not.
We aim to understand the following two research questions in
Wikipedia communities of different characteristics. In particular,
we investigate two community characteristics that might shape
the use of the RCFilters: the community size (i.e. how many new
edits are made every month in a community), the local editing
activity (i.e. how many active editors in a community are keeping
an eye on an edit).
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• How does this moderation system impact human moderation
decisions?
• Does this moderation system help alleviate the disparate
treatment between anonymous and registered editors?
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To answer these questions, we use the Regression Discontinuity Design (RDD) to quantitatively evaluate the causal effect of
this machine-assisted moderation system. The intuition behind the
RDD is that data points immediately below and above an arbitrary
cutoff are equal in expectation; comparing the outcome of the data
points immediately above to the counterfactual outcome of those
immediately below will hence deliver the local treatment effect. In
the context of the RCFilters, the arbitrary cutoff is the damaging
threshold. By comparing the reverting rates of edits immediately
above versus immediately below the damaging threshold, we are
able to measure the impact of the RCFilters on human moderation decisions and understand how the system interacts with other
community characteristics at play.
We analyzed 4,000,000 edits from 17 Wikipedia language communities between 2019 and 2020 and found that 1) larger communities
tend to use the RCFilters to identify the most damaging edits, while
smaller communities tend to use the RCFilters to identify any edit
that could be damaging; 2) The RCFilters is used less in content areas
where there are more local editing activities; 3) The RCFilters has
mixed effects on reducing disparate treatment between anonymous
and registered editors in communities of different characteristics.
In this paper, we first review literature about content moderation in online communities and fairness of moderation algorithms.
We then explain how the community size and the local editing
activity influence the use of moderation algorithms in Wikipedia
and propose hypotheses accordingly. In the main part, we quantify
the effect of the moderation system on moderation decisions and
the disparate treatment between editor groups in different types
of communities. Finally, we discuss the limitations of our research,
and present theoretical and design implications for future research.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Content Moderation in Online
Communities
Despite the indispensable role online communities (e.g. Facebook,
Wikipedia, and YouTube) play in our daily life, we still see with
disappointment an overwhelming number of examples of spam,
misinformation, and off-topic postings in our online experience. A
nationally representative Pew Research Center study in 2017 found
that roughly four in ten Americans had personally experienced online harassment [51]. While platforms like NPR [18] and IMDB [2]
are forced to close their comment sections due to their incapability
to fight against vandalism, other platforms have adopted a variety
of approaches to regulate online behavior to maintain positive and
productive conversations [45].
These moderation approaches can be further divided into three
categories: manual moderation, fully automated moderation algorithms, and machine-assisted moderation systems. Human moderators are employed by online platforms to regulate content [1, 58] but
face great challenges as the amount of content to be reviewed grows.
Therefore, online communities like Facebook [4], YouTube [27], and
Reddit [8] increasingly adopt algorithms to automatically identify
and remove damaging content at scale. Despite the efficiency of
automated algorithms to moderate content [13, 14, 23], people are
concerned about their incompetency to make context-sensitive
moderation decisions and potential violations against community
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norms [29, 61, 63]. Therefore, machine-assisted moderation systems
are increasingly used.
In reality, large online platforms have established a multi-layer
immune system against vandalism. In Wikipedia, both fully autonomous robots and machine-assisted systems are important components of moderation teams [24, 26, 31, 35]. Fully autonomous
robots are responsible for reverting the most blatant offenders,
while machine-assisted systems enable people to review more subtle damages and norm violations by filtering or flagging edits. In
this paper, we study the tool, RCFilters, which flags possibly damaging content as a built-in browser widget accessible to all Wikipedia
moderators.

2.2

Fairness of Content Moderation
Algorithms

As algorithmic systems are widely used in both the public and
private sectors for making decisions with real consequences on
people’s lives, there has been an increasing focus in the research
community on investigating and improving the fairness of algorithmic decision-making systems [11, 67]. Fairness-aware machine
learning research has abstracted fairness notions from the realworld context (e.g. equalized odds [36], demographic parity, individual fairness [16, 41]) and developed fair algorithms accordingly
[12, 48]. For example, demographic parity entails a fair algorithm
has parity of positive classification rates across a fixed number of
protected groups, while individual fairness in [16] requires treating
similar individuals similarly. On the other hand, HCI researchers
have also involved human efforts in designing fair algorithms and
identifying potential bias in algorithms. For example, users are
empowered with interactive interfaces to visually examine the behavior of machine learning models and identify potential biases
[3, 68].
Content moderation algorithms decide which post to remove and
have a direct impact on our online experience. Over the past few
years, there has been a heated debate over whether content moderation algorithms increase fairness or not [6, 17, 28, 42]. Prior research
argued that algorithms might inherit the biases of either system
developers or training datasets and then amplify them on platforms
across a potentially massive scale. Binns et al. trained moderation
algorithms on datasets labeled by different demographic subsets
and observed that algorithm performances in the field were greatly
influenced by who labeled the dataset [5]. Matamoros-Fernández
argued that Twitter and YouTube embody a form of racism in their
vague policies and design of moderation algorithms [52]. On the
other hand, community members also consider algorithms more
objective and fairer than human moderators because algorithms
have some predefined, fixed criteria [39]. Therefore, it remains to be
explored whether moderation algorithms increase fairness or not.
In this research, we investigate the effect of a machine-assisted moderation system in Wikipedia on the disparate treatment between
anonymous and registered editors in different types of communities.
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2.3

Impacts of Moderation Algorithms on
Content Removal

There is a growing body of work in the research community emphasizing the importance of understanding how human moderators interact with moderation algorithms in the real world. Kitchin argued
that the effect of algorithms unfolds in contingent and relational
ways, producing localized and situated outcomes, so empirical observations about how people engage with algorithms in practical
contexts are crucial to understanding algorithms [46]. Similarly,
Selbst et al. stated that it is not enough to understand algorithms
in terms of their performances on the test dataset but we should
also account for how real-world stakeholders respond to algorithm
recommendations [53, 60].
A considerable amount of literature provides qualitative analysis
of the interaction between moderation algorithms and human moderators [21, 22, 30, 69]. For example, Jhaver et al. revealed the challenges and benefits of human moderators’ using automated tools
in the sociotechnical context of Reddit [38]. Geiger et al. analyzed
how moderation systems transform the complicated moderation
work into mundane affairs performed by human moderators [25].
In contrast, there is relatively little work that quantitatively measures the impact of moderation algorithms on manual moderation
decisions in the real world. Geiger et al. took advantage of breakdowns of an automated algorithm in Wikipedia and revealed that
the algorithm accelerates the removal of undesirable content [23].
Compared to automated algorithms, it is even more difficult to measure the effect of machine-assisted moderation systems because of
the mixture of individual discretion and algorithm recommendations inherent in this kind of systems
Recently, Teblunthuis et al. have managed to demonstrate quantitatively that the RCFilters, a machine-assisted algorithmic system
deployed in Wikipedia, reduces the bias against newcomer and
anonymous editors in moderation work [62]. However, it only
captures parts of the complexity of decision-making scenarios on
online platforms [15, 33]. For example, online communities have
moderation goals that vary according to their community size and
therefore might exploit this system differently. We further attempt
to understand this algorithmic system in Wikipedia’s sociotechnical
context. We borrow methods from the causal analysis to quantitatively estimate its influence and further understand the role this
algorithm plays in moderation work. Our work differs from that of
Teblunthuis et al. in that we aim to explore how the influence of
the system on moderation work and disparate treatment between
editor groups might vary in different types of Wikipedia communities, while they treated the Wikipedia community as a whole and
inquired whether the algorithmic treatment towards editor groups
complies with community norms in general.

3

STUDY CONTEXT: WIKIPEDIA
MODERATION

Guided by the principle that anyone can edit, Wikipedia, the online
encyclopedia community, is written and maintained by volunteers
through a decentralized community structure. It has 325 language
communities and each community sets guidelines and rules regarding writing styles, moderation, and user behaviors independently.
Meanwhile, within each language community, coalitions of editors
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with common interests or expertise in a particular domain have
established their local community norms [47].
While such a decentralized community structure plays a significant role in fighting against vandalism, Wikipedians have also
developed algorithmic systems to facilitate moderation work [35].
One widely used algorithmic system is the RCFilters. The RCFilters,
short for Recent Changes Filters, has been deployed in 23 Wikipedia
language communities as default on the RecentChanges page since
August 20181 . The RecentChanges page is a special page that lists
information about the most recent edits on Wikipedia, including
editor usernames, article titles, and comments 2 . As shown in Figure 1, the RCFilters at this page enables content moderators to flag
edits that may have problems, likely have problems, or very likely
have problems. These three filters have different trade-offs between
precision (the proportion of flagged edits that are actually damaging)
and recall (the proportion of actually damaging edits that are flagged)
to accommodate workflows of as many moderators as possible.
The RCFilters is powered by the ORES, an algorithmic scoring
service that offers real-time damaging predictions for edits. The
ORES prediction model is based on gradient boosted decision trees
and trained with human-labelled Wikipedia edits [30]. Three thresholds are chosen for three filters and edits are flagged accordingly
after comparing their ORES predictions with the thresholds. In this
article, we measure the effect of the RCFilters on moderation decisions and the disparate treatment between editor groups at scale in
communities of varying sizes and local editing activity.

4 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
4.1 Effects of the RCFilters on Content
Removal
Before presenting results associated with community characteristics, we first establish that the RCFilters has an effect on Wikipedia’s
moderation work. This test is fundamental to our following analysis
because its results indicate whether the moderation tool RCFilters
is used in Wikipedia. Given flagged edits are more likely to be
spotted and then closely examined by moderators, we hypothesize
that flagged edits have a higher reverting probability compared to
non-flagged ones.
Analysis Check: Edits that receive damaging scores immediately
above flagging thresholds are more likely to be reverted compared
to edits that receive damaging scores immediately below flagging
thresholds.

4.2

Influence of Community Sizes

Online communities like Reddit, Wikipedia, Discord, and Twitch
have witnessed the proliferation of sub-communities built based
on similar interests or languages. Although sub-communities share
similar underlying technological infrastructures, they develop algorithms and moderate content independently [8, 9, 59]. Large
communities are shown to rely more on technical approaches to
moderation, including automated algorithms and machine-assisted
systems. A field evaluation of Twitch moderation observed that
1 RCFilters is part of the project Edit Review Improvements. See https://www.mediawiki.

org/wiki/Edit_Review_Improvements/New_filters_for_edit_review
2 This following link is directed at the RecentChanges page in English Wikipedia:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:RecentChanges
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(a) Configuration of highlight colors for each filter

(b) List of filtered and flagged edits

Figure 1: Screenshot of the RCFilters on the RecentChanges page in English Wikipedia. Different highlight colors inform
moderators of the algorithmic damaging predictions. Note if an editor is anonymous, its corresponding username will be an
IP address, as shown by the first line of the list.
there are four times more moderation actions taken by bots than
humans in large channels in contrast to a roughly even number by
bots and humans in medium and small channels [59].
There are several possible explanations for the heavy reliance of
larger communities on moderation algorithms. First, sociologists
suggest that individuals in large communities are less likely to form
personal relationships and to coordinate with others efficiently [19].
Besides, large online communities are struggling to moderate huge
volumes of everyday content [44]. Consequently, instead of focusing on removing all damaging content in a context-sensitive way,
moderators in larger communities are more concerned about removing the most damaging content efficiently, in which moderation
algorithms are highly competent.
Embedded in the Wikipedia front page, the tool RCFilters can
efficiently identify and flag undesirable edits, and adapts well to the
workflow of moderators in large Wikipedia communities. Therefore,
we hypothesize that this flagging system will have a greater impact
on the moderation work in larger Wikipedia communities.
Hypothesis 1: The effect of the moderation tool (i.e., the difference
in the reverting rate for edits above versus below flagging thresholds)
will be greater in large communities than in small ones.

4.3

Influence of Local Editing Activity

In addition to employing or appointing a small set of community members as moderators, online communities also increasingly
adopt a decentralized moderation approach and rely on local community members to regulate content. In some cases, community
members become part of a local community simply because they
view the same post or video. For example, Slashdot users are enabled to down-vote unwelcome content in the comment section of
an article, and viewers on the Twitter and YouTube platform can
also report vandalism content. In Wikipedia, members vigilantly
monitor recent edits to articles which they have contributed to
before and remove damaging edits when needed [64]. On the other
hand, local communities such as Facebook Groups and Wikipedia
Projects have a clearer organization structure and establish local
community norms. Specifically, Wikipedia Projects consist of editors with common interests or expertise in a particular domain and
provide opportunities for editors to peer review each other’s edits
as well as protect their interesting articles from intruding zealotry
and vandalism [20].

Prior research has underscored the indispensable role local communities play in regulating content. Lampe and Resnick argued
that the distributed moderation system in Slashdot can quickly and
consistently separate high and low quality comments [49]. Geiger
underscored the collective and bottom-up modes of computationally assisted moderation through a field study of the bot-based
blocklists in Twitter [22]. Kittur et al. showed joining a WikiProject
encourages people to spend more efforts in reverting vandalism for
articles within their affiliated WikiProject domain [47].
The proliferated local communities in Wikipedia mean that edits
are always placed under close examination by local editors who
are either moderators of a local WikiProject or individual moderators keeping an eye on articles out of their interest. Therefore, we
hypothesize that the flagging system will have less influence on
articles that have more local editing activity.
Hypothesis 2: The effect of the moderation tool (i.e., the difference
in reverting rates for edits above versus below thresholds) will be
smaller in articles with more local editing activity compared to articles
with less local editing activity.

4.4

Impact of Moderation Algorithms on the
Disparate Treatment towards Anonymous
Editors

Online communities are always concerned about whether they
should require would-be contributors to create accounts. Researchers
have argued that there is no clear connection between anonymity
and vandalism [65]. Although requiring an account will deter a
large proportion of low-quality participation, the vast majority of
rejected contributions are high-quality [37]. On the other hand, the
creation of an account helps establish an identity in the community
and enables editors to cooperate with other people more efficiently
[7, 66]. Editing without a stable identifier is therefore considered
as a bad form and more so if we notice that anonymity online will
lead to misbehaviour like spam and hate speech [40]. In reality,
anonymous edits are more closely scrutinized by moderators in
Wikipedia [65].
Recently, Teblunthuis et al. investigated how the effect of moderation algorithms depends on the anonymous status of editors and
found that, in the broadest strokes, algorithms can reduce discrimination against anonymous editors. However, they also acknowledged that, when it comes to details, algorithms have a much more
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contingent and mixed influence [62]. In our analysis, we further
explore how the effect of the algorithm upon the disparity between
anonymous and registered editors depends on the community size
and the local editing activity.
Without algorithmic flags, anonymous edits are more closely
scrutinized [65] and edits by registered editors are more likely
to go unnoticed. In contrast, the algorithm behind the RCFilters
uses a set of language features to score the damaging likelihood of
each edit, allowing the RCFilters to surface problematic edits by all
kinds of editors. Therefore, we hypothesize that, while anonymous
edits - regardless of being flagged or not - will continue to be
closely scrutinized, edits by registered editors will only be more
carefully reviewed by moderators after being flagged. This means
that the effect of the moderation tool on anonymous editors will be
smaller than that on registered editors. In other words, the content
moderation tool can promote fairness between anonymous and
registered editors.
Hypothesis 3: The moderation tool can reduce the disparate treatment between anonymous and registered editors (i.e. the difference in
the effect of the moderation tool for edits made by anonymous editors
and that by registered editors).
In communities of varying sizes and local editing activity, the
relationship between algorithmic flags and the disparity between
editor groups is more complicated. If we believe that the RCFilters
can promote fairness between editor groups in general, whether
the RCFilters is frequently used in a community will greatly affect
whether the tool increases fairness between editor groups in that
community. Since we hypothesize that the RCFilters will be relied
more in communities of larger sizes and with less local editing
activity in our Hypothesis 1 and 2, we hypothesize that the RCFilters will also help alleviate the disparate treatment between editor
groups in these two kinds of communities.
Hypothesis 4a: The effect of the moderation tool on the disparate
treatment between anonymous and registered editors will be smaller
in larger communities.
Hypothesis 4b: The effect of the moderation tool on the disparate
treatment between anonymous and registered editors will be smaller
in communities of less local editing activity.

5 DATA AND MEASUREMENT
5.1 Data Preparation
We obtained our data from the publicly archived data of all Wikipedia
communities3 . In particular, we analyzed data from 23 Wikipedia
language editions where the RCFilters was enabled by default in
the RecentChanges page between 2019 and 2020. We focus on the
revision in our analysis, which is defined as a single edit to an article
by a participant, who can be either a human editor or an automated
robot. We then apply the following exclusion criteria and present
the descriptive statistics of our dataset in the Table 1.
• First, since we plan to compare the use of all three filters
of the RCFilters, we exclude Wikipedia language editions
where there are less than three filters, such as France and
Romanian Wikipedia. We are then left with 17 Wikipedia
language editions.
3 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
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• Because we aim to explore how the flagging system affects
the human decision-making process, we remove revisions
by robots from our dataset.
• Since we plan to compare edits immediately below and above
the threshold, we restrict our analysis to revisions whose
ORES predictions are within 0.03 of the thresholds. We will
explain our quasi-experimental design in the Analysis section.

5.2

Measurement

Measurement of Reverts Following a large body of research on
Wikipedia, we adopt identity reverts as the measurement of reverts
in our analysis [31, 33, 34, 37]. A revision is considered as being
reverted if and only if a second user’s revision restores the page to
its state before the first revision. The Wikipedia interface enables
moderators to perform identity reverts with a single click.
Measurement of Community Sizes Our first hypothesis H1
concerns how the community size might influence the use of the
flagging system. Since the number of new edits represents the workload of moderation, we measure the size of a Wikipedia community
by the month-average number of new edits from 2019 to 2020 obtained from the Wikimedia Statistics website4 . We further classify
all communities into three categories: small, medium, and large
wikis by comparing their sizes with 100,000 and 500,000 respectively. Among 17 Wikipedia language editions, there are 4 large
wikis, 6 medium wikis, and 7 small wikis.
Measurement of Local Editing Activity For our second hypothesis H2, for each revision, we count the number of local active
editors as the number of unique editors who had edited at least
once to this revision’s corresponding article during a month period
(half a month before and after this revision was submitted). For
each language edition, a revision is said to be “very active” if its
number of active editors ranks the top third of all revisions, to be
"moderately active" if that ranks between one-third and two-thirds,
and to be "less active" otherwise.
Measurement of Anonymity Our third and fourth hypotheses
require us to identify whether the editor is anonymous, which has
already been available in the archived dataset.

6

ANALYSIS

Ideally, to identify the causal relationship between algorithmic
flags and reverts, we should compare the changes in the reverting
probability of flagged edits to non-flagged edits, and guarantee that
the flagging treatment is randomly assigned to edits. However, the
archival data of Wikipedia are observational. Besides, whether an
edit is flagged is determined by RCFilters thresholds and ORES
predictions calculated from a collection of language features. These
language features, such as the number of bad or informal words,
can influence both the treatment and the outcome, and therefore
are potential confounding factors in our analysis.
To ameliorate the confounding problem, we adopt the Regression
Discontinuity Design (RDD) to approximate randomization. As one
analytic method in observational causal inference, the RDD seeks to
4 There

are other metrics available, for example, the week-average and the bi-weekaverage number of new edits. We find that these metrics are strongly correlated and
therefore only choose one of them.
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Filter
May have
problems
Likely have
problems
Very likely
have
problems

Group
Small wikis
Medium wikis
Large wikis
Small wikis
Medium wikis
Large wikis
Small wikis
Medium wikis
Large wikis

N.Obs
459239
315726
1897603
25229
143988
814557
14976
90313
303388
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R.Pr
0.02
0.06
0.12
0.36
0.37
0.37
0.74
0.77
0.76

A.Pr
0.05
0.27
0.45
0.86
0.92
0.87
0.95
0.97
0.91

Filter
May have
problems

Group
Less active
Moder. active
Very active
Less active
Moder. active
Very active
Less active
Moder. active
Very active

Likely have
problems
Very likely
have
problems

N.Obs
1018536
901337
752695
402316
303483
277975
131623
153256
123798

R.Pr
0.06
0.11
0.13
0.26
0.44
0.46
0.65
0.83
0.81

A.Pr
0.38
0.36
0.36
0.89
0.88
0.86
0.94
0.93
0.91

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of the Dataset: number of observations, proportion of reverted revisions, and proportion of
anonymous editors in each subgroup and each threshold

estimate the causal effect by comparing outcomes above and below
the threshold that represents an exogenous change in a "forcing
variable" [50, 54]. Given the selection of a threshold for a continuous
forcing variable is arbitrary, observations immediately below and
above the threshold can be considered as the control group and the
treated group respectively after adjusting the underlying trend of
the forcing variable. For example, to identify the effect of passing
an exam, we could compare students who barely passed and failed
after adjusting the effect of the minor difference between their exam
grades.
In virtue of RDDs, we measure the effect of the flagging system
on the reverting probability by modeling the ORES prediction as
the forcing variable and the set of thresholds arbitrarily chosen for
the RCFilters as the threshold variable.

6.1

Model Variables

We first introduce variables we will use in our regression models.
In the following, the subscript r denotes that the variable varies
across each revision, the subscript w denotes that the variable varies
across each Wikipedia language edition, and the subscript j denotes
that the variable varies across each filter.
• Revertr This dichotomous variable indicates whether a revision is reverted or not.
• Distr j For each revision, this continuous variable measures
the distance between its ORES prediction and a filter’s threshold. Since the threshold varies across Wikipedia language
editions, Distr j is calculated as follows:
Distr j = scorer − threshold jw
• Flaддedr j This dichotomous variable indicates whether a
revision is flagged or not by a filter.
Flaддedr j = 1[Distr j > 0]
• W ikiSizer This categorical variable indicates the size of the
Wikipedia community the revision belongs to. It can be one
of the following three values: small, medium, larдe.
• ActiveEditor r This categorical variable indicates the number
of active editors by whom a revision will be monitored. It can
take the following three values: less active, moderately active,
very active.

• EditorRoler This categorical variable indicates whether a
revision is submitted by an anonymous editor. It can take
the following two values: anonymous, reдistered.

6.2

Regression Models

Our analysis check examines the overall influence of algorithmic
flags on the decision-making process, which we estimate by the
Equation 1. For each filter, the collection of middle two terms
(α j Distr j + β j Distr j × Flaддedr j ) represents how the ORES prediction itself predicts the reverting probability. Following established
approaches to RDDs, we allow for a change in slope at the cutoff
[50, 54]. We also include the term cw j to account for the differences
of the average reverting probability across different Wikipedia communities and filters. Finally, the coefficient τ j denotes the effect of
the flagging system on the reverting probability, which is the focal
point in our analysis.

loд



Revertr
1 − Revertr



= τ j Flaддedr j +α j Distr j +β j Distr j ×Flaддedr j +cw j

(1)
On the basis of the Equation 1, we further include interaction
terms to examine the hypotheses as listed below. For convenience
of exposition, we refer to the right-hand side of the Equation 1 as
the main variables.
• For Hypothesis 1, we have Model 1: examine the interaction
between the main variables and W ikiSizer .
• For Hypothesis 2, we have Model 2: examine the interaction
between the main variables and ActiveEditor r .
• For Hypothesis 3, we have Model 3: examine the interaction
between the main variables and EditorRoler .
• For Hypothesis 4a, we have Model 4a: further allow the
two-way interaction terms in Model 1 to vary across the
EditorRoler .
• For Hypothesis 4b, we have Model 4b: further allow the
two-way interaction terms in Model 2 to vary across the
EditorRoler .
Table 2 and Table 3 then present the analysis results for each
model.
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Analysis Check: Overall Effect
Filter
Est.
May have problems
0.02**
Likely have problems
0.03**
Very likely have problems
0.18*
Model 1: Community Size
Filter
Group
Est.
May have
Small wikis
1.26***
problem
Medium wikis
-0.06*
Large wikis
-0.02*

Std.Err
0.01
0.01
0.02
Std.Err
0.05
0.08
0.01

Likely have
problem

Small wikis
Medium wikis
Large wikis

-0.01
0.03
0.04

0.05
0.03
0.01

Very likely
have problem

Small wikis
Medium wikis
Large wikis

0.08
0.08*
0.23***

0.08
0.02
0.02
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Filter
May have
problems

Model 2: Local Editing Activity
Group
Est.
Less active
0.08***
Moder. active
0.01
Very active
0.01

Likely have
problems
Very likely
have problems

Filter
May have
problems

Less active
Moder. active
Very active

Std.Err
0.02
0.01
0.01

0.06***
0.04*
0.01

0.01
0.01
0.02

Less active
0.19***
Moder. active
0.18***
Very active
0.15***
Model 3: Anonymity
Group
Est.
Anonymous
-0.02
Registered
0.07***

0.03
0.03
0.03
Std.Err
0.01
0.01

Likely have
problems

Anonymous
Registered

0.04***
0.03

0.01
0.02

Very likely
have problems

Anonymous
Registered

0.18***
0.16*

0.02
0.03

Table 2: Regression results. Regression predicting the effects of the flagging system on the reverting probability for each filter
and each subgroup, i.e., the coefficient τ j in the regression model (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001)

7 FINDINGS
7.1 Effects of RCFilters on Content Removal
Before presenting results about the community size and local editing activity, we examine the overall effect of the RCFilters on revisions. In support of our analysis check and prior research, the
Analysis Check Model in Table 2 predicts that being flagged by
any filter significantly increases the reverting probability of a revision. Figure 2 illustrates that the "very likely have problems"
filter contributes to an approximately 3.0% change in the reverting
probability.

7.2

Influence of Community Sizes

For the "may have problems" filter, Model 1 in Table 2 predicts that
being flagged significantly increases the reverting odds of a revision
by 1.26 (95% CI: [1.17, 1.35]) in small Wikipedia communities. By
contrast, the effects in medium and large communities are very
close to zero (Est.=-0.06, 95% CI: [-0.12, 0.00]; Est.=-0.02, 95% CI:
[-0.04, 0.00] respectively). This disparity is illustrated by Figure 3a
from which we can observe an approximately 2.4% jump of the
reverting probability for small communities but a slight drop for
medium and large ones.
However, at the "very likely have problems" filter, we observe
a significant flagging effect in medium wikis (Est.=0.08, p<0.05,
95% CI: [0.02, 0.14]) and large wikis (Est.=0.23, p<0.001, 95% CI:
[0.19, 0.27]) but no significant effect in small wikis (Est.=0.08, 95%
CI: [-0.08, 0.24]). Figure 3b shows that the change in the reverting
probability in large wikis is around 3.6%, more significant than the
changes in medium and small wikis. At the "likely have problems"
filter, we find that the flagging system in large wikis contributes to

an increase of the reverting logit between 2% and 5%, but we have
less confidence in the flagging effect in medium wikis (Est.=0.04,
95% CI: [-0.01, 0.08]). We do not notice a significant effect in small
wikis.
These results demonstrate that the impact of the flagging system
varies across communities of different sizes. While flagging an
edit as "may have problems" significantly increases its probability
of revert in small communities, the flagging effect is limited in
medium and large communities. Conversely, for the "very likely
have problems" filter, flagged edits are significantly more likely to be
reverted than non-flagged edits in medium and large communities,
despite no detectable effect in small communities. Therefore, the
Hypothesis 1 is only supported for the "likely have problems"
and "very likely have problems" filters but not for the "may have
problems" filter.

7.3

Effects of Local Editing Activity

Model 2 in Table 2 tests the hypothesis 2 that whether local editing
activity will mediate the effect of the RCFilters on moderation
decisions. We observe that the flagging effects of the "may have
problems" and "likely have problems" filters are less significant
on revisions made on moderately active or very active articles. As
visualized in Figure 4a, being flagged by the "may have problems"
filter increases the reverting probability by around 0.5% for revisions
of the "less active" group. However, the effect is less detectable for
articles of the other two groups.
Surprisingly, for the "very likely have problems" filter, we do not
observe significant differences in the flagging effect on revisions
of different local editing activity groups. The "very likely have
problems" filter increases the reverting odds for revisions of any
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Figure 2: Effects of the RCFilters on content removal for each threshold. The x-axis is the distance away from the threshold
and y-axis is the reverting probability with the 95% credible interval. We also estimate the jump at the cutoff.

(a) "May have problems" threshold

(b) "Very likely have problems" threshold

Figure 3: Effects of the RCFilters on content removal for each community size and threshold. The x-axis is the distance away
from the threshold and the y-axis is the reverting probability with its 95% credible interval. We also estimate the jump at the
cutoff.
local editing activity group. Figure 4b shows that the change in the
reverting probability is around 4.1% for the "less active" group, 2.3%
for the "moderately active" group, and 2.3% for the "very active"
group.
To summarise, for "may have problems" and "likely have problems" filters, the flagging effects are stronger for less active articles.
Conversely, being flagged as "very likely have problems" significantly increases the reverting odds of revisions in all groups of
articles. Therefore, our Hypothesis 2 only holds for the first two
filters.

7.4

Effects of Anonymity

Model 3 in Table 2 shows the flagging effect on the disparate treatment between anonymous and registered editors. Consistent with
[62], we find that the flagging effect of the "may have problems"
filter for anonymous editors is significantly lower than that for

registered editors (Est.Diff=-0.09, 95% CI: [-0.12, -0.05]). Our findings differ from [62] in that we do not detect significant differences
between these two editor groups for the "likely have problems"
and "very likely have problems" filters. Our Hypothesis 3 is only
supported for the "may have problems" filter. Therefore, we focus
on the "may have problems" filter in the following and present the
results for the other two filters in the Appendix.

7.4.1 Community Sizes. Model 4a in Table 3 shows that the flagging system has a divergent influence on the disparate treatment
between anonymous and registered editors in communities of different sizes. In small communities, we find that the flagging effect
on anonymous editors is significantly smaller than that on registered editors (Est.Diff=-0.69, 95% CI: [-0.87, -0.50]). On the contrary,
the difference between two editor groups in medium communities
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(a) "May have problems" threshold

(b) "Very likely have problems" threshold

Figure 4: Effects of the RCFilters on content removal for each level of local editing activity and threshold. The x-axis is the
distance away from the threshold and the y-axis is the reverting probability with the 95% credible interval. We also estimate
the jump at the cutoff.
is opposite in sign (Est.Diff=0.17, 95% CI: [0.05, 0.29]). For large communities, we do not detect significant differences between these
two groups (Est.Diff=-0.02, 95% CI: [-0.06, 0.01]).
These findings suggest a dynamic relationship between algorithmic flags and the disparity between anonymous and registered
editors: the flagging system reduces the disparity in small communities, increases it in medium communities, and has no detectable
effect on it in large communities. Therefore, our Hypothesis 4a is
not supported.
7.4.2 Local Editing Activity. By contrast, Model 4b in Table 3 indicates a more consistent impact of algorithmic flags on the disparity
between editor groups. For edits in the "less active" and the "very
active" group, the flagging effect is significantly weaker for anonymous editors than for registered editors (Est.Diff=-0.15, 95% CI:
[-0.22, -0.09]; Est.Diff=-0.10, 95% CI: [-0.15, -0.04] respectively). For
revisions in the "moderately active" group, we have less confidence
in the difference between editor groups because the 95% credible
interval includes zero (Est.Diff=-0.04, 95% CI: [-0.10, 0.02]). Our
results indicate that the flagging system alleviates the bias against
anonymous editors for less active or very active articles but has no
detectable effect on moderately active articles. Our Hypothesis
4b is not supported. We attempt to explain the divergence between
our hypotheses and findings in the Discussion.

8 DISCUSSION
8.1 Community Characteristics Can Shape the
Use of Moderation Algorithms
A large body of research seeks to understand how groups integrate
new technologies in various organizational setting. Orlikowski’s

concept of technological frames suggests that group members’
shared “assumptions, expectations, and knowledge to understand
technology” profoundly structure the way new technology is adopted
and used [55]. Through the lens of this concept we discuss how
community characteristics shape the use of moderation algorithms
in Wikipedia.
Community Sizes We find that moderators in larger communities tend to use the "very likely have problems" filter and possibly
the "likely have problems" filter, while moderators in small communities tend to use the "may have problems" filter. Given these filters
only differ in their trade-offs between recall and precision, our
findings indicate that moderators in large communities prioritise
removing extremely damaging edits as quickly as possible, while
moderators in small communities prioritise removing all edits that
are harmful to varying degrees. A possible explanation is that vandalism in large communities is more widespread and detrimental
due to their extensive publicity. Moderators therefore focus on the
efficiency of moderation tools and adopt them primarily to facilitate
vandalism fighting.
Local Editing Activity Our findings reveal that the interaction
between local editing activity and the flagging system varies across
filters. Being flagged as "may have problems" only impacts revisions on less active articles, while being flagged as "very likely have
problems" increases the reverting odds by at least 1% regardless of
the number of active editors. These findings suggest moderators in
local communities use the moderation tools differently. Owing to
the limited number of new edits in local communities and the closer
relationship between community members, local moderators feel
less stressful about vandalism and can coordinate more efficiently.
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Model 4a: Anonymity × Community Size
Group
Editor role
Est.
Std.Err
Small wikis
Anonymous
0.26***
0.08
Registered
0.95***
0.06

Model 4b: Anonymity × Local Editing Activity
Group
Editor role
Est.
Std.Err
Less active
Anonymous
0.01
0.02
Registered
0.16***
0.03

Medium wikis

Anonymous
Registered

0.06
-0.11**

0.04
0.04

Moderately active

Anonymous
Registered

-0.02
0.02

0.02
0.02

Large wikis

Anonymous
Registered

-0.03*
-0.01

0.01
0.01

Very active

Anonymous
Registered

-0.04
0.05**

0.02
0.02

Table 3: Regression predicting the effect of the "may have problems" filter on the reverting probability for each editor role and
each subgroup, i.e., the coefficient τ j in the regression model (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001)

Consequently, they rely less on machine-assisted systems and review edits more carefully. On the other hand, local moderators still
find the "very likely have problems" filter useful in that it helps
them identify and remove extremely harmful edits more quickly.
They can then review less harmful edits more carefully in terms of
their quality and alignment with local community norms.

8.2

The Effect of Moderation Algorithms on
Fairness Varies across Communities

Prior research has offered disparate predictions about the impact
of algorithms on fairness [5, 6, 17, 28, 39, 42]. Here we argue that
the relationship between moderation algorithms and fairness is
more complicated. In Wikipedia, whether and to what extent the
algorithm promotes fairness in the community depends on a variety
of practical factors, especially the moderation trade-offs of the
algorithm and community characteristics.
Moderation Trade-offs Our findings are different from those
of Teblunthuis et al. in that we demonstrate that the overall effect of
the RCFilters on the disparate treatment between editor groups is
only significant for the "may have problems" filter. One possible reason is that the other two filters of higher thresholds choose higher
accuracy in the trade-off between accuracy and recall. Since very
damaging edits are largely made by anonymous editors, in order to
optimize accuracy, these two filters primarily flag anonymous edits
instead of surfacing damaging edits by all kinds of editors. As we
can see from the Table 1, among edits flagged by the "very likely
have problems" filter, anonymous edits account for 95%. Hence,
these two filters have little impact on the fairness between editor
groups.
Community Characteristics We find that the "may have problems" filter reduces the disparity in small communities, increases it
in medium communities, and has no detectable influence on it in
large communities. We also find that the "may have problems" filter
alleviates discrimination against anonymous editors regardless of
the number of active editors in the local community, and the effect
in the less active communities is the most significant. Since we have
demonstrated before that this filter is most frequently used only in
small and less active communities, its significant effect on fairness
in these two communities indicates the ability of the moderation
algorithm to promote fairness. Further, even this filter is less frequently used in moderately or very active communities, it is still

able to promote fairness between editor groups. Surprisingly, our
findings suggest that the "may have problems" filter reinforces the
bias against anonymous editors in medium Wikipedia communities. Since the ORES system has selected a different set of language
features and used a different training dataset in each language edition, one possible reason is that the algorithm performances on
anonymous and registered edits differ in communities of varying
sizes.

8.3

Design Implications for Future
Human-centered Moderation Algorithms

Our findings have important design implications for future designers of social media applications and online platforms. Empowering moderators to adapt moderation tools to their workflows. Our findings echo advocates of prior research that stakeholders should have the authority to determine trade-offs between
critical criteria of an algorithmic system so that they can fully take
advantage of the system to facilitate their moderation work [61]. In
practice, we suggest future moderation systems present the system
performances (e.g. accuracy, false-positive rate etc.) to moderators
and empower them to choose the most desirable threshold according to their workflows and community characteristics.
Supporting moderation work of communities of different
sizes. Our findings highlight the community size as an important
factor that determines the priority of moderation tasks. While most
moderation algorithmic systems are designed to help scale manual moderation [4, 27] and therefore better serve the priorities of
large communities, system developers should investigate the special
needs of small online communities and support them accordingly.
For example, moderators in small communities collaborate with
each other more often, which underscores the needs to record the
moderation history of each person and support more efficient task
allocation [19].
Besides, while we find that small communities tend to use the
"may have problems filter", we also notice some room for improvements of the algorithmic performance of this filter in small communities. As shown in the figure 3a, for edits with ORES scores
below the "may have problems" threshold, a higher ORES prediction
score predicts a lower reverting probability in small communities,
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contrary to a higher reverting probability in medium and large communities. This suggests that the ORES algorithm performs better
in medium and large communities than in small communities.
Motivating and empowering local community members
to moderate content. We present another side of the moderation
work in online communities: editors of local communities build another layer of the immune system in addition to fully autonomous
robots and centralized moderators [35]. Local editors can review
content in a context-sensitive manner by carrying local community
norms in mind. Online platforms should consider how to design
their platform structures to incentivize local editors to participate
in the fights against vandalism. One possible approach is to reinforce people’s identity as a member of a local community. Kittur et
al. showed that joining a WikiProject encourages people to spend
more efforts in reverting vandalism for articles within their affiliated WikiProject domain [47]. Therefore, we suggest system
developers recommend relevant interest groups to local editors or
offer dedicated local editors a badge or an award to give them a
sense of community.
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LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK

Our findings are subject to several threats to validity associated
with the regression discontinuity design we adopt to draw causal
inferences. Formally, in RDD models, if optimizing agents do not
have precise control over the forcing variable, then the variation
in the treatment will be as good as randomized in a neighborhood
around the discontinuity threshold [50, 54]. In an ideal RDD setting, individuals are allowed to exert some control over the forcing
variable but they are assumed to be incapable of self-selection into
treatment or control groups.
Although this assumption of the RDD method is fundamentally unverifiable, we believe that the RCFilters is an ideal setting
to apply the RDD method for the following reasons. One significant challenge to the assumption is the hypothetical possibility
of potential vandals’ handcrafting their damaging edits to avoid
algorithmic flags. The ORES system provides detailed information
about a prediction through its public API and allows users to inject
their features and observe how the prediction changes accordingly.
However, Wikipedia’s complex moderation network means that
a successful evasion of the RCFilters flags would not guarantee a
successful vandalism act. The great efforts required and the low
payoff of such actions suggest they are unrealistic and very unlikely
to be widespread [62].
Secondly, to test the assumption of RDDs, we examine whether
the treatment and control groups are similar in their observed baseline characteristics that are determined prior to the treatment [50].
We expect there is no abrupt jump or drop of predetermined characteristics across the cutoff. We select the following baseline features
shared by revisions in all Wikipedia language editions to test our
assumption: the number of external links of each revision and its
parent article, the length of each revision and its parent article,
and the length of the longest repeated characters. We substitute
the left-hand side of the Equation 1 with each feature and present
the regression results in the Appendix. In support of our assumption, we do not find detectable differences of these predetermined
characteristics across the threshold.
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Besides, since we aimed to quantify the effect of the RCFilters on
moderation decision-making in community of different characteristics, we only focused on moderation decisions between 2019 and
2020 and did not investigate how this effect changes over time. It is
possible that, as community members continue to use the RCFilters,
their perception of the moderation system and their interaction
with this system changes, which resulted in varying effects of the
RCFilters at different time periods. Future work could more carefully investigate how machine-assisted moderation decisions might
vary across time.
Finally, in order to provide a detailed case study of how machineassisted moderation systems are actually used, we narrowed our
analysis to the Wikipedia context, and therefore our findings are
inevitably closely related to the setting of the RCFilters and the
Wikipedia community. However, we believe our findings are still
able to provide important insights for understanding content moderation practice in a broader context for the following reasons.
Firstly, the proliferation of channels and sub-communities in various online platforms like Reddit, Twitch, and Discord highlights the
need to understand the variance of moderation needs and practice
among these sub-communities. While prior research has revealed
the greater moderation challenges of large communities [44] and
their heavier reliance on automated moderation approach [43, 59],
we highlighted the variance of moderation goals across communities of different sizes and the importance of designing moderation
systems accordingly. Secondly, numerous local communities have
grown on online platforms and started to moderate their content
in a community-based approach [47, 49]. We revealed the critical
role local communities play in protecting their community against
vandalism and the need to design machine-assisted moderation
systems for local communities.

10

CONCLUSION

In this research, we examine several factors that shape the use
of a machine-assisted moderation system named RCFilters in the
sociotechnical context of Wikipedia through a regression discontinuity design. We found that 1) larger communities tend to use predictive systems to identify the most damaging edits, while smaller
communities tend to use them to identify any edit that could be
damaging; 2) predictive systems are used less in content areas where
there are more local editing activities; 3) predictive systems have
mixed effects on reducing disparate treatment between anonymous
and registered editors in different communities.
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Model 4a: Anonymity × Community Size
Group
Editor role
Est.
Std.Err
Small wikis
Anonymous
-0.02
0.06
Registered
0.02
0.14

Model 4b: Anonymity × Local Editing Activity
Group
Editor role
Est.
Std.Err
Less active
Anonymous
0.06***
0.02
Registered
0.03
0.04

Medium wikis

Anonymous
Registered

0.04
-0.08

0.02
0.08

Moderately active

Anonymous
Registered

0.03*
0.06

0.02
0.04

Large wikis

Anonymous
Registered

0.04***
0.04

0.01
0.03

Very active

Anonymous
Registered

0.02
-0.02

0.02
0.04

Table 4: Regression predicting the effects of the "likely have problems" filter on the reverting probability for each editor role
and each subgroup, i.e., the coefficient τ j in the regression model (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001)

Model 4a: Anonymity × Community Size
Group
Editor role
Est.
Std.Err
Small wikis
Anonymous
0.08
0.08
Registered
0.13
0.36

Model 4b: Anonymity × Local Editing Activity
Group
Editor role
Est.
Std.Err
Less active
Anonymous
0.19***
0.03
Registered
0.20
0.11

Medium wikis

Anonymous
Registered

0.09**
-0.45**

0.03
0.17

Moderately active

Anonymous
Registered

0.17***
0.39**

0.03
0.13

Large wikis

Anonymous
Registered

0.22***
0.27***

0.02
0.08

Very active

Anonymous
Registered

0.17***
-0.07

0.03
0.12

Table 5: Regression predicting the effects of the "very likely have problems" filter on the reverting probability for each editor
role and each subgroup, i.e., the coefficient τ j in the regression model (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001)
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The Number of External Links of a Revision
Filter
Est.
Std.Err
May have problems
0.19
0.16
Likely have problems
0.11
0.26
Very likely have problems -0.31
0.41
The Number of External Links of the Parent Article
Filter
Est.
Std.Err
May have problems
-0.20
0.16
Likely have problems
0.12
0.26
Very likely have problems -0.22
0.41
The Length of a Revision
Filter
Est.
Std.Err
May have problems
-11.84 10.91
Likely have problems
-19.45 17.49
Very likely have problems -45.97 27.68
The Length of the Parent Article
Filter
Est.
Std.Err
May have problems
-12.16 10.91
Likely have problems
-18.18 17.48
Very likely have problems -34.01 27.67
The Length of the Longest Repeated Char
Filter
Est.
Std.Err
May have problems
0.07
0.24
Likely have problems
-0.08
0.39
Very likely have problems 0.75
0.62
Note: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Table 6: Regression predicting the change of the predetermined characteristic at the cutoff for each threshold

